NEUY AI

AI powered DeFi

Thomas Lock

What is Neuy AI
Neuy is a next-generation distributed arti icial
intelligence platform for building unique A.I.
inspired decentralized inancial (DeFi)
applications. The Neuy AI platform architecture
coordinates distributed computers across the
globe into a fully uni ied, user-owned and
operated A.I. cloud platform.
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Neuy supports high speed vision, language and
tabular data A.I. analysis tasks that help give it
greater insight into the markets than just
sentiment or technical analysis can provide
independently and perform these tasks at scale.

NEUY Token
NEUY is an ERC20 token created on Ethereum and
operates on both Ethereum and Polygon
Networks. NEUY is a utility token for the Neuy AI
platform and is utilized to:
- Power AI DeFi apps such as Yield Farms
- Provide Network security via Staking
- Making Payments
- Platform contributors/miners rewards

NEUY A.I.

Distributed Solution
• Distributed solution across global contributors
making it a truly user owned platform.
• Neuy Nodes are variable cost servers to build and
maintain and are location independent.
• Neuy AI contributor app is light weight and modular
so can be installed on many device types and sizes.
• Utilizes a Proof of Contribution protocol, each result
is validated against multiple contributors which
perform a census on inal output and are rewarded
for each validated result they “contributed” too.
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• NEUY Nodes and Contributor modules are both
capable of scaling vertically and horizontally
allowing the Neuy AI platform to grow with
demand.

Project Timeline
With the Neuy AI foundational code already
completed and the onboarding of 15 contributors
already running across 3 countries, the next
phase of Neuy AI platform focus begins.
Q2-Q3 2022
- Expand on Data collection endpoints
- Development mobile apps of iOS and Android
- Expand Staking to include $USDC $MATIC and
$WETH tokens on the Polygon Network
- Complete development of Trading Contracts
and AI automation bots.

Security
Security has been a core feature of the Neuy AI platform
since inception. To ensure this ethos, blockchain technically
is leverage where ever possible.
- Authentication and transactions are handled by Web3
wallets such as Metamask, Binance, or Coinbase so Neuy
platform never needs to store usernames and password or
other personal user information of ANY kind.
- Rather than being a data warehouse for raw market data.
Neuy only collects and stores results which is also
ephemeral. The value Neuy brings with A.I. is what it can do
with the most up to date data.
- Smart Contracts are leveraged to perform tasks and data
storage rather than centralized cloud servers where private
keys or user data would have to be stored.
All these features combined give Neuy AI platform a novel
security model from the prospective that we don’t store info
thus have nothing to comprise.

Tokenomic & Allocation
Basic Overview

• 10% To Development Team
• 20% To Staking
• 20% To Marketing
• 50% To Central and Decentralized Exchanges

• 72,000,000 Initially minted with contract.
• 2000 new tokens minted daily starting 2023.
• Newly minted tokens distributed to Neuy AI
Contributors.
• 144,000,000 max supply
• approx. 98yrs to reach max

Blockchain Info
DexTool

(3rd Party Veri ication)
https://www.dextools.io/app/polygon/pairexplorer/
0x140ae14be4b5e86aa149f76e84953746e0bc04f
1

Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/token/
0xa80505c408c4defd9522981cd77e026f5a49fe6
3

Polygon
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https://polygonscan.com/token/
0x62a872d9977db171d9e213a5dc2b782e72ca003
3

Website
https://neuy.io
https://nodes.neuy.io
https:// inance.neuy.io
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This is a living document and will be updated on a regular basis to re lect changes.
April 6 2022

